PROPOSED 2022 ACADEMIC CALENDAR (TERM DATES) - ELICOS STUDENTS

PROPOSED KEY DATES

BRISBANE, MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY

CAMPUS

General English and EAP 1
Dates for these programs will be provided in 2021.

EAP 2
Dates for these programs will be provided in 2021.

ROCKHAMPTON CAMPUS

General English
Course commences any Monday (excluding vacation periods)

EAP 1
Dates for these programs will be provided in 2021.

EAP 2
Dates for these programs will be provided in 2021.

EAP 3
Dates for these programs will be provided in 2021.

Legend

Teaching Period
ELICOS Vacation
Orientation

Public Holidays
National
QLD, NSW and VIC
QLD, NSW and SA
QLD, NSW, VIC and SA
NSW, VIC and SA
VIC and SA
VIC
WA
QLD
NSW

Notes
* This calendar is subject to change until approved.
* Public holidays are draft and will be confirmed in 2021.
* Local Holidays and School Holidays do not form part of this calendar.
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